Advert ID: GS9506C27

Hatsan Arms Galatian III .22 Air Rifles

£ 525

Grays, Eastern

GS Workwear & Surplus

01375 371863

http://surplusandguns.co.uk/
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Pre-charged Pneumatic

·

.22

Description
Hatsan Galatian III TH Synthetic Stock .22
1/2 UNF
Available In .22 Only
Great Quality Rifle
he Hatsan Galatian PCP rifle is a true performer when it comes to air rifles. This powerful and
visually striking rifle has caught the attention of many throughout the UK. Capable of firing up to 80
shots in .177 on a 200 bar fill, the Hatsan Galatian will keep you smiling all day long. With an easy to
use manual loading system, conveniently fitted with a side leaver, it's also easy enough for kids to
load. Available in .177, .22 and .25 calibre, complete with two 16, 14 and 13 shot magazines
respectively. Designed to be ambidextrous with an ergonomic grip, the Hatsan Galatian is not only
easy to shoot, but comfortable too, finished off with checkering on the grip and forend for better
control and feel. The Galatian also comes as standard with a elevation adjustable comb, patented
anti-knock system, anti-double pellet feed, manual safety, 11mm and 22mm dovetail receiver, and a
two stage adjustable trigger for travel and load.
Manual loading, side lever action, pre-charged pneumatic (PCP) air rifle.
Precision rifled choked barrel for accuracy, threaded for ½” UNF sound moderator & fitted muzzle
cap.
Available in .177 (4.5mm), .22 (5.5mm) and .25 (6.35mm) caliber.
Detachable 16-shot magazine in .177 (4.5mm) caliber, 14-shot magazine in .22 (5.5mm) and 13-shot

magazine in .25 (6.35mm) caliber.
Ambidextrous & ergonomic design stock with thumbhole
Checkering on grip & forend for better control & feel.
Elevation adjustable comb which can be easily adjusted by a coin.
Stock length of pull, elevation & fit angle adjustable rubber butt pad.
Spare magazine carrying slot in the stock for 1 spare magazine.
Detachable aluminum air cylinder tube (255cc). Spare cylinders are available.
Rotating dust cover for the air filling hole on air cylinder.
Built-in pressure gauge on the air cylinder to monitor the cylinder pressure.
Includes quick-fill nozzle & air cylinder discharging cap.
Dovetail groove receiver for both 11mm and 22mm scope mounts.
Cocking indicator.
Aircraft aluminum alloy receiver in white nickel finish and with engraving
Overall blued finish on air tube and barrel.
Manual Safety.
“Anti-double pellet feed” mechanism preventing more than one pellet loading into barrel
Patented anti-knock system to prevent gas wastage when rifle is knocked or bounced.
Detachable & adjustable rear sight with Truglo fiber optics.
Elevation adjustable front sight with Truglo fiber optics.
Quattro Trigger: 2-stage full adjustable match trigger for trigger travel and trigger load.
Gold plated metal trigger & synthetic trigger guard.
Fitted sling swivels.
Hard case, sling, and a trigger lock included.
Collection available from our retail outlet in Grays Monday-Saturday 09:30-17:30 Essex 14 Clarence
Road, RM17 6QA.
If you need any further help give us a call on - Click here to reveal phone number -
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Category Air Guns

Subcategory Air Rifles

Condition New

price £ 525 each

Sale type Trade

Make Hatsan Arms

Mechanism Pre-charged Pneumatic

Calibre .22

Model Galatian III

Orientation Ambidextrous

